
Technology &  
Developer Solutions



Skillsoft delivers training to more technology 

professionals than any other corporate 

learning company. Every year, we deliver 26 

million hours of technology and development 

learning content to more than 5 million 

learners worldwide. Continual learning is 

an organization’s most important tool in 

adapting to this unprecedented technology 

transformation where new roles are rapidly 

evolving, new skillsets are required and 

business and technology sides of the business 

are increasingly converging.  

To ensure they can retain talent, organizations 

need to provide technology professionals 

with access to an abundance of multi-

modal resources to prepare for certification 

exams, trouble-shoot on demand, or acquire 

new technical skills. Finally, an area often 

overlooked for technology professionals is soft 

skills – these are crucial for developing effective 

leaders and communicators.

Skillsoft offers an unparalleled solution, 

developed in conjunction with our industry-

leading experts who carefully curate multi-

modal resources into hundreds of learning 

channels. These channels incorporate several 

learning modalities including video learning, 

hands-on practice labs, virtual mentoring 

and access to the largest library of leading 

certification prep books and audiobooks.

HALF
 A MILLION

 DEVELOPER ROLES REQUIRED

65%
OF CIOS STATE THAT SKILLS 
ARE HOLDING THEM BACK

ISACA, Frost & Sullivan, ESG, ISSA, Forrester Research’s 2017 Global Business Technographics Priorities and Journey Survey as quoted in the Forrester Blog: 
The Battle for Talent.

1.5 
MILLION

CYBERSECURITY JOB 
OPENINGS BY 2020

$1.5 
TRILLION
TECH SPENDING UP NEARLY 

6% FROM 2017

https://go.forrester.com/blogs/the-battle-for-talent/


“Sustained investment in continual learning is essential for organizations that seek

to leverage digital transformation to advance business strategy. Skillsoft’s continuous 

learning combines a sophisticated learning platform with an impressive volume  

of technical training content. By adding Practice Labs, TestPreps and Ask a Mentor  

to its robust library on Percipio, Skillsoft has created a valuable solution for  

skilling technology professionals.”
Cushing Anderson, Program vice president, IT Education and Certification, IDC.

Awards
Training Industry Top

IT Training Company 

6 years in a row, Training Industry has 

voted Skillsoft as a Top IT Trainer

BIG Awards for Business  

New Product of the Year 

Percipio named New Product of the

Year in Enterprise Technology

Fosway Group - 9 Grid 

Skillsoft named core leader 

for Digital Learning

“The demand for easy-to-use, digital learning programs is one of the biggest issues

on the minds of employees and employers today. Platforms that create a TV-like 

interface to content, enable reading/watching/listening together, and deliver industry 

leading skills are in high demand around the world.”
Josh Bersin, Principal and Founder, Bersin by Deloitte, Deloitte Consulting LLP

“Percipio is clearly resonating with customers, so we have placed Percipio in a

leadership position in our recent Video Solutions for Corporate Learning report. We 

credit Skillsoft, a long-time leader in enterprise learning management and content, 

for capitalizing on their strengths and taking a leadership position in Learning 

Experience Platforms in such a short period of time.”
Charles M. DeNault, Senior Analyst, Wainhouse Research

American Business Awards’

Silver Stevie Winner

Skillsoft Aspire won a Silver Stevie 

for being a top corporate learning/ 

workforce development solution

BIG Innovation Awards 

Skillsoft’s Technology & Developer 

portfolio named an Innovation  

Award winner



Keep Your Team Ahead of the Curve
In today’s battle to find and keep tech talent, 

organizations need to not only meet the 

challenges of retaining their top performers, but 

also support continuous learning for all levels 

in their organization – especially given the rapid 

technological change and disruption.

Skillsoft Aspire is a series of job, task, or function-

oriented journeys for individuals, teams and 

organizations working in technology and related 

areas. Journeys include sequenced instruction 

that methodically progresses on prescribed tasks, 

functional responsibilities, application of knowledge 

so an entity can move towards an aspirational goal.

DATA 
ANALYST

Swimming in disparate, 
federated data sources

DATA WRANGLER
Focus on Quality in  

for Quality out

DATA OPS
Focus on getting Data 

throughout Orgs

DATA SCIENCE
Focus on providing 
business insights & 
readying for more

NEXT JOURNEY

Learning Journeys Designed to Move People Forward

Learn more, watch the video: youtu.be/iMiPvVvUDDM

Covering key career paths
Data Science

Machine Learning

AI Developer

Blockchain

Pragmatic Programming

DevOps

Project Management

Security

Sequenced Instruction

Multimodal Learning Tools

Hands on Practice

Capstone Projects

Credentials

Related Business & Leadership Skills
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Based on industry best practices, our own user 

data and close collaboration with clients around 

 the world, Skillsoft identified top career paths 

that tech professionals take to stay current and be 

prepared for the future. Each journey delivers over 

90 hours of courses which include books, business &  

leadership skills, practice labs, certification prep 

and assessments.

6

https://www.skillsoft.com/content-solutions/technology-developer-and-certification-solutions/aspire-learning-journeys/?utm_source=One%20Pager&utm_campaign=Aspire
http://youtu.be/iMiPvVvUDDM


        Instructional Design - Our courses are 

instructionally sound because they’re developed 

by industry experts and reviewed by in-house 

eLearning professionals to ensure quality. We also 

invest heavily to ensure that our library is refreshed 

on a three-year cycle.  

        Channels – Experience over 500 pre-curated 

channels mapped to the competencies that matter 

most to leading global companies and assign 

learning paths to specific audiences.

        Inclusive Learning - Users can access a wide range 

of learning modalities, including videos, digital 

books, audiobooks, practice labs and live learning 

to learn in the way that works best for them. These 

options make our training accessible to people with 

different learning styles and abilities.  

        Beginner to Expert levels – We curate content in 

terms of beginning/ intermediate/ advance/ expert 

according to the standards and pre-requisite 

knowledge set by the certification providers and 

vendors. When we define our levels, we look to 

industry standards such as SFIA and NICE, as they 

are developed by industry standards bodies.

        Expert Access - We invest in expert instructors 

that are responsible for the development of our 

instructionally sound content assets. Leading 

experts and mentors that provide an affordable 

fast track to IT certification and offer test 

preparation to improve pass rates. 

        Talent Development - Curated playlists and 

curriculum maps guide learners through the  

stages of their career, consistently building on 

existing knowledge.

								Certification	- Support for more than 100 

professional IT certification exams from leading 

software, hardware, cloud and professional 

organizations, with a tracked pass rate of over 90%.

        Percipio ELSA - The Percipio Embedded Learning 

Synchronized Assistant (ELSA) provides access to 

the award winning intelligent learning platform 

via a browser plug-in, so that the experience is 

available for all users throughout their workday, 

directly in their natural workflow.

WATCH

 • Expert-driven,

video courses

 • Hands-on insights from

real-world technologists

 • Micro-learning for

agile delivery

 • Assessment and

exam prep

READ

 • Thousands of books

from the industry’s

leading technology

publishers

 • Access to code examples

and other support

resources

 • Certification prep

LISTEN

 • Industry’s largest

collection of

audiobooks

 • Coverage for DevOps,

Agile and other

technical topics

 • Relevant strategy and

leadership titles

PRACTICE

 • Hands-on practice labs

for both coding and

infrastructure scenarios

 • Live, virtual bootcamps

 • Integrated mentoring

and support

We believe that true learning is achieved through an experience  
that supports people in the flow of work – Watch. Read. Listen. Practice.

 Features of Skillsoft Technology & Developer Solution



VIDEOS

Our comprehensive content offering is in a micro-learning 

format that can be delivered on desktop or mobile applications. 

We have partnered with content providers like ITPro. TV  

and LooneyCorn to provide ultra-contemporary technical  

video courses.

BOOKS

With the widest selection of books on the market today, 

our library includes publications on developer resources, 

emerging technologies, certification prep and real time 

reference troubleshooting. Skillsoft partners with the leading 

publishers of IT, tech and business skills content in the world 

including APress, McGraw Hill, IT Revolution, Bleeding Edge 

Press and Rocky Nook Publishers. 

ASSESSMENTS

 6,000 assessments mapped to Technology & Developer course 

library with integrated Percipio reporting and learner feedback 

on pass vs. fail. 

TEST PREP

Our certification tests are designed to allow the learner to 

practice while preparing for an exam. Tests can be taken as 

many times as needed so the learner can build confidence 

in their ability. They can also take the test as a “timed” test 

simulating the pressure a learner would feel when taking the 

actual exam. Our surveys show 91% first pass rate for people 

who use our certification prep content.  

Our award winning Technology and Developer content is 
delivered through our intelligent and immersive learning 
experience platform called Percipio. 



LIVE MENTORING

Free online office hours with certified IT experts gives learners 

an opportunity for you to ask a seasoned professional any 

questions you may have about your upcoming certification test. 

SKILLSOFT CODEX

Our virtual practice lab solution delivers coding exercises with 

embedded instructional video content that challenges software 

developers to learn, practice and perfect their coding skills 

hands-on in an integrated development environment (IDE) with 

immediate feedback and code validation. By using live machines 

and fully functioning IDEs, learners can use the sandboxes for 

other practice and validation needs. Practice labs are available 

in CISSP, CompTIA, IC3 – Global Standard 5, Oracle, Microsoft 

administration & certification, Wireshark, VMware, Python, 

Software Development Fundamentals, and more. 

SKILLSOFT BOOTCAMP

Our dynamic virtual classroom experience, where learners 

access invaluable instruction and real-world insights from 

leading experts. Learners collaborate in scheduled virtual 

classroom sessions and have on demand access to replays 

of prior sessions to refresh and validate knowledge. Skillsoft 

Bootcamp includes curated resources, all while building 

confidence and accelerate knowledge retention. Topics include 

CompTIA, Project Management and MCSE DevOps.  



Courses
We provide expert-led online courses, 

books, virtual labs, practice tests, 

and mentoring on today’s relevant 

Developer areas, including:

 • Cloud Architectures (AWS, GCP,
Azure) and more

 • Data/Data Science including
Infrastructures, Tools and Platforms
and more

 • Scala, Go, Python, Java, JavaScript
and more

 • Microservices, Containers,
Automated Testing, and CI/CD
and more

 • Security, PenTesting, Ethical Hacking
and more

 • DevOps, Agile, Lean and more

Technology Certification 
We partner with IT certification vendors 

to provide training on important exams, 

including:

 • AWS
 • CompTIA
 • Google
 • Linux
 • Microsoft
 • Oracle
 • RedHat
 • SAS

Books
Books are an important part of each of 

the collections and we include the very 

best titles from over 120 publishers 

including:

 • Apress
 • Elsevier Science & Technology Books
 • IBM Press
 • John Wiley & Sons
 • McGraw-Hill
 • Sybex
 • Oracle Press
 • Wrox Press
 • ITRevolution Press

Live
 • Bootcamp
 • Mentoring
 • Practice Labs
 • CodeX

Business and Leadership for Technology &  
Developer Learners
Skillsoft’s market-leading leadership and business training provides technology 

professionals with access to a vast array of ways to develop their skills 

 in order to achieve success as managers, communicators and leaders 

throughout their career path.  Including Executive Education, Women in IT 

and First-Time managers. 

Developer Solutions



Data Science
 • Business Intelligence
 • Data Management
 • Databases
 • Data Mining
 • Data Science
 • Data Visualization
 • Data Warehousing
 • Database Design
 • IBM Watson/Analytics
 • Microsoft SQL Server
 • MySQL
 • NoSQL
 • Oracle Databases
 • SAS

Machine Learning
 • Google TensorFlow
 • Azure
 • MCSA
 • SQL Server
 • Python for Machine Learning
 • SkiKit Learn

SysAdmin and DevOps Collection
 • Apple Mac OS X
 • CompTIA Certifications
 • DevOps
 • Enterprise Information Systems (EIS)
 • Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems
 • IBM
 • IT Service Management
 • Linux
 • Microsoft Certifications
 • Microsoft Servers
 • Microsoft SharePoint Server
 • Microsoft Windows
 • Microsoft Windows Server
 • Operating Systems and Servers • Oracle
 • Oracle Certifications
 • Unix
 • Salesforce
 • Strategic IT Planning

 • System Administration

Developer Collection 
 • Agile Development
 • Algorithms
 • Artificial Intelligence
 • Microsoft .NET Development
 • C/C++
 • Content Management Systems
 • Embedded Software
 • Game Coding
 • HTML5 and CSS3
 • Java
 • JavaScript
 • Machine Learning
 • Microservices
 • Mobile Development
 • Object-Oriented Programming
 • Programming Practices
 • Programming Languages
 • Python
 • Software Design
 • Software Development Security
 • Software Testing
 • User-Centered Design
 • Virtual Reality
 • Web Development

Networking Collection
 • Computer Network Protocols • Internet of Things
 • Networking Accreditations
 • Networking Fundamentals
 • Network Management
 • Network Security
 • Wireless Networking

Security Collection 
 • Security Accreditations
 • Cyber Security
 • Auditing
 • Software Development Security
 • Network Security
 • Cryptography
 • Computer Forensics

Skillsoft Technology & Developer 
Collection Details



More than 500 courses 
across emerging topics
 • Windows and Linux
 • .NET and .NET Core
 • Modern Web programming
 • JavaScript and Angular
 • React and Redux
 • Blockchain
 • Microsoft Azure
 • Data science
 • Spark, Hadoop, Python, Scala, and more
 • Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial

Intelligence (AI)

Skillsoft Tech & Dev Partners

Skillsoft works with many content providers to amplify and enhance learning 

resources offered through a single platform. We co-develop much of our Tech 

& Dev training content with recognized leaders in the software industry. With 

these partners, we maintain high course quality, provide learners with access 

to current topics in the industry, and provide the most up-to-date certification 

preparation materials.

Our partner content is available as a supplemental add-on to Skillsoft content 

for an additional charge. 

BENEFIT FROM THE SAME COURSES THAT TRAINED MORE 
THAN 35,000 MICROSOFT SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS

WintellectNOW is an on-demand developer training solution that delivers 

real-world, ready-to-use knowledge, tools and techniques written by the top 

tier of expert instructors. It provides best value and ROI via the most flexible 

enterprise licensing policy in the market, allowing customers to move users in 

and out of seats at will. And it’s powered by Wintellect, Microsoft’s #1 developer 

training vendor and outside trainer of choice for over 12 years.

Accelerate the pace of innovation with MIT xPRO’s world-class expertise, 

delivered via Skillsoft’s engaging professional learning solution.

MIT is among the most elite educational institutions in the world, at the very 

top for technical education. xPRO courses are developed and delivered by 

world-class instructors and industry experts. Repurposed for Skillsoft micro-

learning, on-demand courses, this is the same content offered by MIT xPro, 

often for professional certification. 

 • Data Science and Big Data Analytics: Making Data-Driven Decisions

 • Cybersecurity: Technology, Application, and Policy

 • Internet of Things: Roadmap to a Connected World

 • Principles of Biomanufacturing: Using Biotechnologies to

Manufacture Medicines

 • Entrepreneurial Negotiations

 • Introduction to Quantum Computing and its Applications

 • Quantum Algorithms for Cybersecurity, Chemistry, and Optimization

 • Practical Realities of Quantum Computation and Quantum Communication

 • Requirements for Large-Scale Universal Quantum Computation

 • Architecture of Complex Systems

 • Architecture of Complex Systems

Learn more

Skillsoft.com/content-partners

http://www.skillsoft.com/content-partners?utm_source=brochure&utm_campaign=Tech%20and%20Dev




https://www.skillsoft.com/?utm_source=Connect&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Corporate
https://www.skillsoft.com/?utm_source=Connect&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=Corporate

